AREA: CB39  
LOCUS: 001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Wall - Running E/W from WB31 - continuation of WB31009

BEG. LEVEL(S): 466.39 high point of course
UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB39005/ CB39007

END LEVEL(S): 465.70 of lowest course
OVER LOCUS (ES): 

UNITS IN LOCUS: 

FINDS: None

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELD, MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Later wall preserved to height of 2 courses. Approx. 1 m wide. 2 faces of large stone w/substantial rubble core. This wall extends from the W balk to the E balk. It is founded on the remains of an earlier wall which is preserved to the height of 1 course. This earlier wall is a foundation for only 1.5 m from the W balk and it then disappears. The wall is cantilevered heavily to the S and poorly constructed. The wall's S face and core are robbed out for about 1 m at a distance of about 1.5 m from the balk. Formed N boundary of courtyard.

2. The wall is founded on CB39015 for a short distance. It intersects with CB39008 in the N and with CB39002 in the S. It was covered by CB39005 and CB39007.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB39

LOCUS: 002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Wall - N/S wall running S of CB39001;

BEG. LEVEL(S): 466.18

END LEVEL(S): 465.89

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB39011

OVER LOCUS (ES):

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS: None

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ______ FINE ______ UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Wall is preserved only to one course. It is sloppily built, consisting of only one course of stone, laid with medium face stones and a small rubble core. The wall intersects with CB39001 and extends S into the S balk. It is approximately 60 cm wide.

2. The wall is touching CB39001 and was under CB39011.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB39

LOCUS 003

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

Floor - Stone paving

BEGIN LEVEL(S)

465.97

END LEVEL(S)

465.89

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CB39004, CB39012

OVER LOCUS (ES)

CB39003.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:

0.5

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.05kg, FINE 3 sherd s UNID .35 kg

LBM spatter/semifine/cook

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze - Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE, HEL Met MOULDMADE, ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL - yes

5. OTHER nail, painted plaster

6. IN U.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/ FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Floor, approx. 2.3 x 1.5 m wide, composed of large flat paving stones laid in a tight bond w/one another. The floor abutted CB39001 in the North and CB39002 in the East. The paving was not bonded to either wall, but was laid neatly against each face. The bottom of the floor level also corresponded to the bottom level of these two walls. The paving was 11 cm thick on average and 1 stone deep in all places.

2. The paving was touching CB39001 and CB39002. It was covered by CB39012 and CB39004. It covered a sealed soil locus CB39003.1
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 39

LOCUS 003.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
sealed pass under paving stones

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.95

END LEVEL(S) 465.78

UNDER LOCUS(ES) CB39003

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB39014

UNITS IN LOCUS: 056

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.3kg local fine none unid 1.05kg

LDM Persian white ware

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze → Persian

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE --- HELL. MOULDMADE --- ROMAN ---

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL yes

5. OTHER nail painted plaster 3 stoppers

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

None

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/Touching/Bonding WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This soil locus was a 10 cm layer, brown loam, located beneath CB39003. This layer was a sealed deposit beneath paving stones of (later?) floor. It extended underneath all areas of the paved floor and abutted CB39001 and CB39002

2. It covered CB39014 and was covered by CB39003.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB39

LOCUS 004

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Installation off CB39001

BEG. LEVEL(S) END LEVEL(S)
466.04 466.09

UNDER LOCUS (ES) OVER LOCUS (ES)
[CB39011] [CB39003]

UNITS IN LOCUS:
042 052
048

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.89kg FINE NONE UNID 1.75kg

LDM spatter/semifine/cook

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze ➔ Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL yes

5. OTHER loom weight (+63)

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This "installation" seems to have primarily a tumble of rubble off of CB39001. It was found on top of the paved floor and
directly to the S of the large robbed area in the center of
wall CB39001. It was composed of stone of multiple sizes and
they were arranged in a completely haphazard manner. Very little
soil was included. It was approximately 1mx .80m in width.

2. It was covered by CB39011 and on top of CB39003.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB39

LOCUS 004, 1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Sealed Fill under stone installation CB39004

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.94

END LEVEL(S) 465.91

UNDER LOCUS(ES) CB39004

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB39012

UNITS IN LOCUS: 053

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.3 kg FINE NONE UNID 8 kg

LDM Hell cookware

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze → Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL NO

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This soil fill was sealed by an area of tumble off of CB39001 - locus CB39004. It was a pedestal of soil beneath the rubble/installation. It abutted the robbed out area of CB39001 and the stone paving-CB39003.

2. It was sealed by CB39004 and over CB39012.
AREA CB 39

LOCUS 005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Layer - Topsoil

BEG. LEVEL(S) 466.82

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

END LEVEL(S) 466.35

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB39001

UNITS IN LOCUS:
001 004 007 010
002 005 008
003 006 009

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 39.7 kg FINE UNID

LDM Ras al-Fukra

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS Antiochus II 136/5 bce (122, K0007)

4. FAUNAL yes

5. OTHER iron wire (14) - copper rivet (14) - glass (11) - Turkish pipe - glass bead (21) - metal wire (29) - copper ring (29) - glass bracelet frag (23) SEE BACK

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Dark black loam, topsoil heavily disturbed by modern occupation. Covered entire 5x5 unit. Contained several layers/deposits of burned material.

2. No loci were over this locus, but it sealed [CB39001] [CB39006] and [CB39007].
FINDS
CONT. glass - copper bale seal(61) - worked stone(43) - glass(53) - button(67)
nail(119) hook(528) glass(116) nail head(121) mudbrick(130)
coal(131) 2 iron frags(526, 527) glass(151) plaster/mudbrick(179)
KEDES LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 39

LOCUS 006

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Layer - Grey/brown/yellow transition

BEG. LEVEL(S)
466.40

END LEVEL(S)
466.81

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB39005, CB39007

COVER LOCUS(ES)
CB39009, CB39011, CB39008

UNITS IN LOCUS:
011 014 021
012 016 018

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 31.34 kg balanced, 020 kg fine, 14.18 kg unidentifiable, 0.175 kg impurities

LDM Roman KL 4a

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze > Roman

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE + Delphiform (321)

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

2 flint blade fragments (224), terra cotta tile (183), bronze fibula fragment (194), metal fragment (189), glass rim (309), slag (401)

Judean Jar to Akko (311) (K00P3)
Delphiform LAMP (321) (K00L6)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This layer of grey/brown/yellow loam covered all areas of the SXS which did not consist of wall or rubble deposits. It was mottled throughout and contained plentiful deposits of ceramics and other small finds. This layer also contained very small bits of mudbrick and decayed plaster.

2. This layer appeared next to and under rubble deposits (CB39009) and under topsoil. It sealed another silty grey/brown layer in the area N of CB39011, partially covered wall CB39008 and covered mudbrick layer CB39011.
OTHER FINDS pumice(337)
CONT. 15 stoppers
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB 39
LOCUS: 007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Fill - rubble

BEG. LEVEL(S)
466.45

END LEVEL(S)
465.51

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB39005

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CB39001
CB39004
CB39008

UNITS IN LOCUS:
043 029 046
015 026

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 7.5 kg
FINE: 3 frags
UNID: 9.5 kg
IMP: 1 frag

LDM: Ras al-Fukra

SPAN/CONDITION: Bronze - Modern

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE:___
HEL. MOULDMADE:___
ROMAN:___

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL: Yes

5. OTHER
iron arrowhead (193)
flint (275)
copper tube (253)
3 stoppers

6. INU.
pink-brown gritty nimta Akko(377)(K0079)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE: 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI (IE OVER/UNDER/TouchING/BONDING WITH OTHER
Floors/Fills/Walls ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This extensive rubble fill appeared in areas over where walls would later appear (over CB39001/CB39008). It also covered a small portion of the floor area. It was a compact rubble w/very little soil, composed of rubble of multiple sizes. Related to the disturbance of walls?

2. The rubble fill sealed walls CB39001 and CB39008.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 39

LOCUS 008

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Wall
(small N-S wall in North of quad)

BEG. LEVEL(S)

END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
[CB39007] CB39008

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS: None

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______ FINE_______ UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This very insubstantial wall extended N from its [CB39001] into the N balk. It was only 1 stone wide, approx. 40 cm, and 2 courses in depth. This may be the only remaining face of a more substantial wall. This wall formed the eastern boundary of the triangular "wedge" in the N of the unit.

2. This wall was covered by rubble [CB39007] and soil layer [CB39008]. It intersects with [CB39001].
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 39

LOCUS 009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Layer: silty yellow/brown loam

BEG. LEVEL(S)
416.21

END LEVEL(S)
416.04

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB39008
OVER LOCUS(ES)
CB39010

UNITS IN LOCUS:
017, 035
019, 037

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.96 kg local 8 frags UNID 2.29 kg
   imp. 4 frags

   LDM ESA

   SPAN/CONDITION Bronze→Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL yes

5. OTHER bronze pin (547) pumice stone (281)
   slag glass (246)

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TouchING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This silt yellow brown loam fill appeared in the
   whole "wedge" formed N of CB39001, W of CB39008,
   and up to the N bank. It was a uniform deposit.

2. This layer was sealed by fill [CB39006] which covered
   the floor areas as well. It also abutted [CB39008] and [CB39001]
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 39

LOCUS 010

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Fill - Dark brown loam w/plaster, mudbrick

BEG. LEVEL(S)
465.99

END LEVEL(S)
465.79

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB39009

OVER LOCUS (ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
039 047
040

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 4.23kg 2 local frags UNID 1.55kg
LDM spatter/semifine/cook

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. Stone grinder (655) (k6067)
    brain-ball weights (771) (k6087)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This dark brown crumbly loam was the last layer removed from the area N of CB39001 and W of CB39008. It was a very loose soil with a very large number of large vessel fragments.

2. It was sealed by CB39009 and abutted CB39008 and CB39001.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB  
LOCUS 39011

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Layer - Bricky yellow w/mudbrick inclusions - possible floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)
466.23

END LEVEL(S)
465.84

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB39006

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CB39002

UNITS IN LOCUS:

020  024  030  044
022  028  033
023  027  043

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 32.6kg
   FINE 5kg
   IMP. 3kg
   UNID 11.65

LDM ESA

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze ➔ Hellenistic (mid 2ª BCE)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 2 frags HELL. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS Antiochus III 175-164 BCE(437)(K00C21)

4. FAUNAL yes

5. OTHER silver fibula frag(640) 1 marble frag iron frag 5 stoppers
   shell(447)  bronze pin frag stone or glass bead

6. INU. Lamp frag(845) friable jug(531)(K06P31) glass (K06-1)
   restorable bagu jar(842) fish plate base to Akko(495)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Layer is a hard-pack bricky yellow soil w/significant
   mudbrick inclusions. This deposit covered the entire
   area S of CB39001, W of CB39002 and to the
   S balk and W limits of excavation. It contained
   large numbers of restorable fragments of pots and
   thus may be considered part of the upper portion
   of the "floor" deposit proper.

2. It was sealed by CB39006 and covered wall CB39002.
   It also covered the floor deposit CB39011.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB

LOCUS 39012

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Floor - silty yellow/brown

BEGIN LEVEL(S)
466.00

END LEVEL(S)
465.78

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB39004.1, CB39011

COVER LOCUS (ES)
CB39013

UNITS IN LOCUS:
0.28 0.36 0.49
0.32 0.38 0.45
0.34 0.41

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 28.07 kg 13 sherd
   LDM late Roman coin 341-346 CE (639)(K0022)
   UNID 12.97
   IMP 5 sherd

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELD. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS bronze late Roman coin 341-346 CE (639)(K0022)

4. FAUNAL YES

5. OTHER bronze frag (461) copper frag unfired loom weight (814)(K00517)
   metal (494) incised stone (646) 5 stoppers

6. IND. P8O stamped handle with quadruped (699)
   4 semi fine bodsherds to be mended (814)
   stone grinder (657)(K00516)
   stone grinder (658)(K0059)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/ FLOAT
   Iron I pithos rim (921)

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, ETC. COVER/UNDER/Touching/Bonding with other
FLOORS/ FILLS/ WALLS etc. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This silty yellow/brown layer of fill constituted the lower portions of the "floor" deposit, disturbed by later incursions, hence LDM. The whole vessels from this layer were smashed enough to suggest significant disturbance.

2. This layer was covered by CB39004.1 and CB39011. It sealed CB39003 and CB39013.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 39
LOCUS 013

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Layer - light brown/yellow

BEG. LEVEL(S) 4165.79

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB39012 1012

END LEVEL(S) 4165.63
OVER LOCUS(ES) 

UNITS IN LOCUS:
050 054
051

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 13kg FINE NONE UNJD 7.3kg
LDM semifine/spatter/ Hell deck.

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze - Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL No

5. OTHER 2 stoppers

6. IND. Persian Jar frag (815) (KCO P80)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/ UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This locus represents the deposit underneath the heavily used Hellenistic floors. The light brown/yellow loam was noticeably lighter in ceramic/small find quantities. It extended up to the area pedastaled under the stone floor, but should probably be understood as the same kind of deposit as occurs under it - CB39014,

2. CB39013 was sealed by CB39012,
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 39

LOCUS 014

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Layer - light brown w/small rubble inclusions

BEG. LEVEL(S)
456.88

END LEVEL(S)
465.69

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
[CB39003, 1]

OVER LOCUS (ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
054
058

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 12.3 kg
FINE. 2 sherds UNID 8.7 kg

LDM red slipped local fine

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze — D Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELM. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL yes

5. OTHER 4 stoppers

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/ FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS UE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This light brown soil w/small rubble inclusions was the removal of the pedestal remaining under the stone paving. This layer seems to be at least partially below floor level, given the number & type of artifacts present. It extended entirely under the area of the paved floor, abutting walls [CB39001] and [CB39002].

2. This layer was sealed by [CB39003, 1]. It abutted [CB39001] and [CB39002].